Statuario Nuvo

™

Statuario Nuvo™

Caesarstone’s new interpretation of

Statuario NuvoTM offers the luxury of

natural Statuario marble; Statuario

natural stone with the ease of

NuvoTM brings you refined yet impressive

Caesarstone® care and maintenance,

dark veins on a white background,

ideal for kitchen, bathroom, commercial

enriched with a delicately diffused

and furniture applications.

subsurface vein structure.

Supernatural Designs

Alpine Mist™

Frosty Carrina™

London Grey™

Immerse in the exquisite depths of 5110 Alpine Mist’s

5141 Frosty Carrina’s soft, ivory white is complemented

Accentuate the sophisticated charm and exclusive look

lustrous white, glossy feel and captivating white details.

with powdery grey veins, bringing a fresh, natural look

of your décor with 5000 London Grey’s light, silvery

to your interiors.

tones and cool charcoal lines.

Dreamy Marfil™

Bianco Drift™

Taj Royale™ New!

5220 Dreamy Marfil™ is a delicate blend of creamy beige

Inspired by light natural granites, 6131 Bianco Drift™

5212 Taj RoyaleTM is a true gesture to the beauty of

and gentle brown veins that evoke a sense of calm and

incorporates the subtle colourations of light grey and

nature, exhibiting soft textures, delicate veins, rich

relaxation within any interior design.

white with a hint of light brown bring this stunning new

depths and warm hues against an inspired marble

design alive.

aesthetic.

Emperadoro™

Piatra Grey™

Vanilla Noir™

5380 Emperadoro™ is a rich fusion of lush, dark browns

5003 Piatra Grey’s smooth slate tones and chalky-white

5100 Vanilla Noir™ dramatically merges solid black, bold

and maple-coloured veins, perfect for infusing your

veins exude an organic beauty that effortlessly

beige and vanilla veins. Treasured in the right space,

décor with an aura of enchantment.

complements any interior.

Vanilla Noir™ enriches your interior with a unique,
luxurious feel.

Statuario Nuvo™ New!

Calacatta Nuvo™

5111 Statuario NuvoTM brings you refined yet impressive dark veins on a white

As Caesarstone's interpretation of natural Calacatta marble, 5131 Calacatta Nuvo™

background, enriched with a delicately diffused subsurface vein structure. (SNU)

brings wide, elegant, cascading, grey veins on a soft white base. (SNU)

SNU - Supernatural Ultra Range
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